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Sandbox | Martin Kramer on the Middle East Follow Martin Kramer: Website | Facebook | Twitter —July 19, 2012, updated July 21, 2012 Reports say that the fighting in Damascus is now "visible from the Presidential Palace," which inspires this gallery of photos of the official complex that broods over the city. If the violence culminates in a revolution, expect variations of these images to proliferate, since the fall of the Presidential Palace would symbolize the endgame. It doesn't necessarily mean the endgame for Bashar Assad, who has other palaces elsewhere in Syria to which he could retreat. But this is the official residence and the most heavily-defended bastion in the capital, where important visitors are received in an imposing setting. You look important, so climb in the official limo, ascend the mountain, traverse the long boulevard, and enter the inner sanctum of the Assad regime! But before doing so, get your bearings. Here is a view of the city looking south, with the palace marked in the upper right corner. It is situated on a promontory overlooking the city from the west. Surrounded on three sides by cliffs, it is protected by military barracks, and is adjacent to Jabal Qasiyun, bristling with communications towers. Here is a map showing the Presidential Palace (on the left) in relation to the fighting in the city. And here is Google's view of the grounds. The palace is approached by an ascent from its south, followed by a long drive up a straight boulevard that ends at the entrance plaza. And here's about as close as the regular Damascene ever gets to the place: a somewhat jittery film clip of the palace and surrounding barracks, shot from a car making the descent into the city from the west. But you—you're not a regular Damascene. You're invited to the palace.



Damascus A09 http://www.flickr.com/photos/martin_kramer/galleries/72157630649963078/
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Damascus A09



by Nawar-2012 Martin Kramer says: We begin our approach from the city below, in the Mezzeh district, and catch our first glimpse of the vast complex, standing in splendid isolation— forbidding, distant, a Syrian acropolis. The President awaits us! Our climb begins.



Kusa Bite



by Nawar-2012 Martin Kramer says: A closer view as we approach. Resolutely modernist and aloof, unrelieved by oriental touches, positioned to keep the city under surveillance. (The protruding balcony almost looks like binoculars.) The palace was commissioned by Bashar's father, Hafez Assad, in 1974, and was designed by the noted Japanese architect Kenzo Tange. A recent book on contemporary architecture in the Arab world describes this project as "a feudalistic architecture [that] makes little or no attempt to be in harmony with the traditional Islamic way of life." Hmm... http://www.flickr.com/photos/martin_kramer/galleries/72157630649963078/
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0203_Damascus-Final_04



by jacobdugo Martin Kramer says: You've made the climb in your motorcade on a private road, passed through security, and raced up a long straight drive through a succession of ascending terraces, to arrive at the expansive (and bare) plaza at the palace entrance. Feeling humbled yet? How is a head of state received here? Here's a clip of the reception (in the smaller, northern courtyard) offered to then-President Gloria Arroyo of the Philippines (who is now, uh… in jail).



0203_Damascus-Final_05



by jacobdugo Martin Kramer says: Pause to admire the fountain as you prepare to approach the arch-like entrance. Note the absence of exterior windows on this side. If anyone was ever to storm the palace (so unlikely!), they would not attempt it from the mountain side, but from this one. We climb the steps toward the entrance. You quote to me an American journalist who preceded you, who wrote that visiting here was "like entering the Emerald City of Oz, as remodeled by the North Koreans… a cold and intimidating fortress." But please, let us not prejudge. Form your own impression...



0203_Damascus-Final_02 http://www.flickr.com/photos/martin_kramer/galleries/72157630649963078/
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0203_Damascus-Final_02



by jacobdugo Martin Kramer says: Marhaba! You've passed through the doors and entered the central axis of the palace. You're encased in glass and Carrara marble (20,000 slabs, they say). The palace was built in the 1980s and finished by 1990. Just who paid for it is a bit murky (rumor points to the Saudis). Hafez Assad was reputed not to like the result. "He's a man of simple tastes," said a foreign diplomat as the project neared completion. "And the signals that palace would send out would be all the wrong ones. So he said, 'It's not for me. It's for the president who follows me.'" But Hafez Assad did receive important guests here, including President Bill Clinton, on October 27, 1994, when Clinton landed in Syria for six hours while chasing after peace. On Hafez Assad's death in 2000, he lay in state here. U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright paid an official condolence visit to the palace, and here met young Dr. Bashar. "It seems to me he is poised and someone who is ready to assume his duties," she said later in the day. "I was very encouraged by his desire to follow in his father's footsteps." But enough nostalgia! The red carpet beckons. The President will see you now!



Ambassador Ford Presents…



by U.S. Department of State Martin Kramer says: You're in luck! It's January 27 of last year, and the new U.S. ambassador, Robert Ford, is presenting his credentials to President Assad, who stands with Foreign Minister Walid al-Muallem (the short fellow) and Minister of Presidential Affairs Mansour Azzam. What an auspicious occasion!



Syrian President Assad…



by U.S. Department of State http://www.flickr.com/photos/martin_kramer/galleries/72157630649963078/
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by U.S. Department of State Martin Kramer says: Let's pull up a chair and hear what President Assad has to say to the emissary of President Obama. It's confidential, so you can't reveal what you've heard. But you can quote Ambassador Ford, from his statement issued later in the day: "This morning I had the great honor of presenting my ambassadorial credentials to His Excellency Bashar Al-Assad. Relations between the United States and Syria often have been challenging. President Al-Assad and I talked about some areas in which we hope to identify mutual interests and ways of addressing them that serve the interests of both of our countries… I had the pleasure of traveling here twice in the 1980s. My wife and I loved the country—its interesting places, culture, history and lovely people. I'm very happy to be back here enjoying the delicious food for which the country is famous."



0203_Damascus-Final_03



by jacobdugo Martin Kramer says: But you're not going to be served a delicious lunch (Asma's out today). After a challenging discussion about mutual interests, the President has taken you on a short stroll of the gardens overlooking the city. In 1989, American journalist Jack Anderson got the palace specs from "highly sensitive sources." It cost $1 billion to build; the finishing contractor was Rafiq Hariri's Oger Liban. According to Anderson, Hafez Assad never thought to live there, being "paranoid that the Israeli military will assassinate him, and he would be a sitting duck in the palace on a hill. If under missile attack, he wouldn't even have time to scramble to the bomb shelter in the basement with 55-foot-thick walls." Above ground, though, the air is crisp…



http://www.flickr.com/photos/martin_kramer/galleries/72157630649963078/
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President Bashar…



by Tom Spender Martin Kramer says: Well, your audience is over. Your car returns via the curving road back down, and deposits you at the foot of the mountain, from which the Presidential Palace now seems enveloped in a haze. One imagines the besieged Bashar brooding over his next move. Oh, and please call the place by its proper name: Qasr ash-Shaab: the People's Palace. In the meantime, if you believe this clip posted today, the sound of gunfire may already be echoing down the corridors.



Comments on this gallery Martin Kramer (2 weeks ago) Many thanks to Michael Rubin for his link at Commentary. Thanks also to Powerline for running a link. Grateful for this tweet from Max Boot. Thanks to Jewish Ideas Daily for this tweet.
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